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Product Specifications

- The ChargeUp can power your smart phone or tablet from
the 5V USB connection.

- Dimensions 137.5 x 82.5 x 19.5mm

Using the charge cable for your device, connect to the

- Battery Capacity 7,500mAh

Charge Level
Indicator

- 5V USB connector on the ChargeUp, and connect the other

- Start Current: 12V/200A (Peak 400A)

end to your device.

- USB input: 5V 2.0A (Max)
Micro USB input
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- Then press the power button on the ChargeUp to begin

- Operating Temperature: -20°~60°C

charging your device.

The ChargeUp Auto 7.5K can jump start
vehicles up to below configuration

LED Torch
Power Switch
USB output: 5V - 2.4A
12V Jump Starter Connection

Jump Starter

High Security

PowerBank

Emergency
lighting

Supported Engine Type

Size

Petrol Engine

3.0L

Diesel Engine

2.0L

Mini & easy
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2.

3.
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Do not expose to liquid or moisture
Do not attempt to open or tamper with the device
START

Connect the jumper cable
to the Jump Starter
4.

Red clamp connect “+”
Black clamp connect “-”

Start the vehicle

5.

Warranty void if device is tampered with
Not suitable for children
Do not connect the positive and negative clips together
Do not expose the device to temperatures above 40°C
Do not overcharge the device
Do not expose to fire, or sources of latent heat

Remove the clamps
from the battery

Remove the cable from
the Jump Starter

- Before use make sure the device is charged to at least 75%
(3 solid lights) on the charge level indicator.
- Connect the Jumper cable to the 12V connector of the Charge
UpAuto by removing the rubber cover
- Connect the red clip to the positive terminal of the battery,
and the back clip to the negative terminal
- Once the light has turned green the vehicle is ready to start
- Once the vehicle has started, disconnect the ChargeUp from
the battery cable, and then disconnect the cable from
the battery

Do not use the device if damaged from impact or drop
Follow the instruction carefully before use
Contact Cygnett in case of faulty device or warranty claim
Charge the device every 3 months if not in use
Remove the device within 30 secs of starting vehicle
Do not touch device if any liquid leaks from battery

